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Abstract 
When a material is subjected to a cyclic loading at high values of stress or strain, damage develops together with cyclic plastic 
strain. This process is often accompanied by damage deactivation characterised by actual state of microcracks, which are 
generally active under tension and passive under compression. In classical formulation damage deactivation occurs instantly 
when loading changes sign and consequently leads to non smooth path separating both load ranges. The real materials, however, 
do not exhibit such bilinear paths. Therefore, the more realistic model based on continuous damage deactivation is proposed, in
which microcracks close gradually. 
In the present paper several applications of continuous damage deactivation in modeling of cycle fatigue of engineering materials 
such as: AISI 316L stainless steel, aluminum alloy Al-2024, ferritic steel 20MnMoNi55 are demonstrated and compared with 
experimental results. Detail quantitative and qualitative analysis of obtained solutions confirms necessity and correctness of 
proposed approach. 
Keywords: cyclic plasticity; kinetic theory of damage evolution; continuous damage deactivation 
1. Introduction 
In the case of cycle fatigue, when the stress level is larger than the yield stress, damage develops together with 
the cyclic plastic strain, after the incubation period that precedes the nucleation and growth of micro-defects is met.  
In the most frequent approach to the cycle fatigue, in case when a loading is the periodic strain-controlled of 
constant amplitude, the following assumptions are made: the material becomes perfectly plastic during first cycle, 
the variation of damage is neglected for the integration over one cycle and the strain-damage relations are identical 
both for tension and compression. These allow to simplify calculations of damage cumulation per one cycle and give 
linear dependency of damage with N, finally leading to the Manson-Coffin law of low cycle fatigue, see Lemaitre 
and Chaboche [1], SkoczeĔ [2, 3], Skrzypek and Ganczarski [4], Garion and SkoczeĔ [5]. 
On the other hand, the more refined approaches to cycle fatigue presented by Lemaitre [6] and also by Brocks 
and Steglich [7], based on the kinetic theory of damage evolution and the Gurson-Tvergaard-Needleman model of 
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damage incorporating isotropic hardening, respectively, are able to predict some qualitative phenomena of damage 
accumulation, crack initiation and fracture only approximately, since they do not account for the unilateral damage. 
The phenomenon of the unilateral damage, also called the damage deactivation or the crack closure/opening 
effect is typical for materials subjected to reverse tension-compression cycles. In the simplest one-dimensional case, 
if the loading is reversed from tension to compression, the cracks will completely close such that the material 
behaves as uncracked, or in other words, its initial stiffness is recovered. The mathematical description of unilateral 
damage is based on the decomposition of the stress or strain into the positive and negative projections, see Ladeveze 
and Lemaitre [8], Litewka [9], Mazars [10], Krajcinovic [11]. In the simplest case the damage modified stress or 
strain are used, based on the concept of the Heaviside function, where the negative principal components are ruled 
out. This means that the negative principal strain or stress components become completely inactive in further 
damage process as long as the loading condition can again render them active, see Litewka [9]. A more general 
approach, where both positive and weighted negative eigenvalues of strain or stress tensors influence damage 
evolution is due to Murakami and Kamiya [12] and Hayakawa and Murakami [13]. The positive parts of the strain 
or stress can also be expressed by the use of the fourth-order positive projection operators written in terms of their 
eigenvectors, see Krajcinovic [11], Hansen and Schreyer [14]. The limitations of the consistent unilateral damage 
condition applied to the continuum damage theories have been discussed by Chaboche et al. [15, 16, 17]. These 
authors showed that in the existing theories developed by Ramtani [18], Ju [19] or Krajcinovic and Fonseka [20] 
either non-symmetries of the elastic stiffness or non-realistic discontinuities of the stress-strain response may occur 
for general multiaxial non-proportional loading conditions. It is easy to show that if the unilateral condition does 
affect both the diagonal and the off-diagonal terms of the stiffness or compliance tensor, a stress discontinuity takes 
place when one of principal strains changes sign and the other remain unchanged, see Skrzypek and Kuna-Ciskaá
[21]. In the model proposed by Chaboche [16] only the diagonal components corresponding to negative normal 
strains are replaced by the initial (undamaged) values. The consistent description of the unilateral effect was recently 
developed by Halm and Dragon [22, 23]. These authors introduced a new fourth-rank damage parameter built upon 
the eigenvectors of second-order damage tensor that controls the crack closure effect with the continuity 
requirement of the stress-strain response fulfilled. 
Nomenclature 
superscripts +, –   refer to tension and compression, respectively 
tilde ~ over a symbol denotes the quantity modified by damage 
<>    the Mac Auley brackets given by the relations: <x>=x if x>0 and <x>=0 if x0
D    damage parameter 
E, E, ȣ    Young's modulus, tensor of elasticity and Poisson's ratio 
h, hc   crack closure parameter and its critical value 
J2(ı), Tr ı   second and first invariants of stress tensor 
s, S   stress deviator and second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor 
R, X   isotropic hardening variable and back stress tensor
Y   strain energy density release rate 
İ, e    strain tensor, Green’s strain tensor  
Ȝ   plastic multiplier 
ı, ıy, ı, s, S uniaxial stress, yield stress , stress tensor 
1    unit tensor of second rank 
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2. Continuous Damage Deactivation 
 In case of uniaxial tensile stress and scalar damage the effective stress the appropriate effective modulus of 
elasticity are defined as follows 
   DEED   1~,1/~ VV (1) 
Above relations are valid also in case when micro-cracks remain open under uniaxial compression. For certain 
class of materials and certain conditions of loading the micro-defects may close in compression. This is often case 
for very brittle materials. If the micro-defects close completely two separate set of conditions must be defined, one 
for tension and another for compression 
         EEDEED ~,~,1~,1/~ VVVV  (2) 
In the real material, however, the micro-defects have complicated shapes and do not close completely. In order to 
take into account this effect, so called crack closure parameter h (0dhd1) is introduced. The crack closure parameter 
h depends on a material and loading, however, in practice it is considered to be constant h=0.2 and appropriate 
conditions for tension and compression are given by the following formulae Lemaitre [6] 
       DhEEDhDEED      1~,1/~,1~,1/~ VVVV  (3) 
Application of this model for description of unloading path leads to linear relation between the stress decrease 
and the strain decrease given by ̈́+. Entering the compression range the material switches to the path characterized 
by the modulus of elasticity which is equal to ̈́–. The real materials do not exhibit such bilinear unloading paths 
therefore the concept of continuous crack closure that allows to eliminate mentioned switch between ̈́+ and ̈́– is
introduced. It consists in the replacement of parameter h by a function h(ı), being linear in the simplest case, such 
that 
      ebecc /1 VVVVV  hhh (4) 
According to above relation function h(ı) is equal to 1 when ı =ıb and hc when ı =ıc,, see Fig 1. 
Fig. 1. Concept of the continuous damage deactivation 
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!
Three-dimensional generalization of the continuous damage deactivation requires distinction between tension and 
compression. When the stress tensor is given by its eigenvalues the following decomposition is applied 
!   ııııı (5) 
When the isotropic damage occurs, in accordance with the concept of effective stress, the unilateral conditions 
are written by means of (1–D) for the positive part and ( 1–Dh) for the negative term, respectively 
 > @    > @  DhEDE !!!! 1/Tr11/Tr1 1ıı1ııİ QQQQ  (6) 
Application of the principle of strain equivalence imposes certain conditions on the effective stress in the general 
form of the law of elasticity 
 > /@ E~Tr~1 1ııİ QQ  (7) 
and one may find out Lemaitre [6] 
   > @  DD !!!  1/TrTr21/1/~ 1ıııı QQ  (8) 
and
   > @  DhDh !!!  1/TrTr21/1/~ 1ıııı QQ  (9) 
Terms associated to the factor Ȟ/(1–2Ȟ) introducing coupling disappear if all eigenvalues of stress are of the same 
sign and in such case simplified effective stresses and the corresponding elastic modules take the form 
       DhDhDD  !  !   1~,1/~,1~,1/~ EEııEEıı  (10) 
Application of the concept of continuous crack closure needs additional hypothesis that introduces the relation 
between the crack closure magnitude and a scalar function of the stress tensor 
       > @    > ebecc /1 ııııı @FFFF  hhh  (11) 
here the known Hayhurst function 
    ııı 21Tr J DDF  (12) 
3. Examples 
3.1. Stainless steel AISI 316L 
In a specimen made of AISI 316L stainless steel subjected to cyclic loading, the damage induces a drop of the 
stress amplitude and the decrease of the elasticity modulus. Results of Dufailly's experiment, see Lemaitre [6], a 
tension-compression test at constant amplitude of strain performed at room temperature, are shown in Fig 1a. 
Detailed analysis of subsequent strain-stress loops reveals existence of two softening processes corresponding to 
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damage growth. In the first stage (0÷2000 cycles) damage growth is isotropic and exhibits decreasing tendency. This 
results in isotropic drop of both stress amplitude and modulus of elasticity. For higher number of cycles 
(2000÷2400) another unilateral damage process is activated. The drop of stress amplitude and elasticity modulus is 
faster for tensile stress than for compressive one. Finally, in the third stage, directly preceding failure (2400÷2556), 
the localization mechanism appears. It is manifested by formation of the stress instability for tensile stress on one 
hand, and characteristic point of zero curvature on this part of hysteresis which corresponds to compressive stress, 
on the other hand. 
Fig. 2. Cycle fatigue stress-strain behavior for AISI 316L stainless steel (a) experimental results by Dufailly [6]; (b) numerical simulation with 
model of continuous damage deactivation by Ganczarski and Barwacz [24] 
Damage evolution theory able to model experiment is based on kinetic theory by Lemaitre and Chaboche [1, 6] 
taking advantage of  the following dissipation potential 
 DYFF , ~ Dy  VV (13) 
and the damage modified Ylinen's model 
    unloading~d/dloading,~/~~d/d 00 rrrr   EcE HVVVVVHV  (14) 
Two separate damage mechanisms, described by two independent scalar damage variables: first referring to 
deviatoric damage DS independent of damage deactivation and second volumetric damage DV  damage deactivation 
dependent, are considered hence the effective stress assumed in form 
   hDD VVSS 1/1/ ~  r VVV (15) 
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where the continuous damage crack closure parameter is defined by Eq. (4) under additional condition ıe=0.
Corresponding  strain energy density release rate is equal to 
   2V2V2S2SVS 1/12/ hDDEYYY   VV       (16)
Numerical simulation with present model Ganczarski and Barwacz [24], based on numerically integrated for strain 
from İmin = –2.45×10–3 to İmax = 2.1×10–3 by fourth-order Runge-Kutta technique with adaptive stepsize control,  
exhibits not only quantitative but also qualitative excellent correctness in comparison with experimental results , see 
Fig 2b.  
3.2. Aluminum alloy Al-2024 
The objective of this example is the modeling of damage deactivation concept in the aluminum alloy Al-2024 in 
order to describe the phenomenon of non-symmetric hysteresis loop evolution due to different damage growth under 
tension and compression observed in Abdul-Latif and Chadli experiment [25], see Fig 3a. Specimens were tested at 
several loading programs and different levels of strain-controlled conditions. The most interesting and representative 
results were obtained in case of uniaxial tension-compression test at the constant strain amplitude ǻİ=±1%. The test 
was interrupted at the instant when the specimen failure was achieved after 291 cycles. Detailed analysis of the 
subsequent strain-stress loops confirms an elasto-plastic behavior of the material and strong influence of the 
unilateral damage effect. During the initial cycles the material exhibits plastic hardening leading to the stabilized 
cycle and, then, asymmetric drop of both the stress amplitude and the modulus of elasticity reveals following 
damage growth. This process is accompanied by a gradual decrease of the hysteresis area and a change of shape of 
subsequent hysteresis loops, associated with a formation of the characteristic inflection point on their lower 
branches. 
Fig. 3. Cycle fatigue for aluminum alloy Al-2024 (a) tension-compression test by Abdul-Latif and Chadli [25]; (b) numerical simulation with 
model of continuous damage deactivation by Ganczarski and Cegielski [26] 
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Analogously to the previous example, the kinetic of damage evolution by Lemaitre and Chaboche [1, 6] based on 
the nonlinear Armstrong-Frederick model is applied. The dissipation potential (13) is enriched by isotropic and 
kinematic hardening variables. Application of the formalism of plasticity leads to the evolution equations presented 
in work by Ganczarski and Cegielski [26] whereas the effect of continuous damage deactivation describe by Eq. (4) 
is limited by the additional assumption that the stress referring to the beginning of damage deactivation is equal to 
ıb=0. Numerical integration of system of evolution for constant strain range ǻİ=±1% is done by use of the fourth-
order Runge-Kutta technique with the adaptive stepsize control. Model under consideration properly maps unilateral 
nature of damage softening, in this sense that the dead center ordinates of subsequent hysteresis loops coincide 
exactly with the appropriate points on experimental curves, see Fig. 3b. Additionally, a gradually decreasing area of 
the subsequent hysteresis loops and accompanying change of curvature at their unloading branch, are well mapped. 
3.3. Yield surfaces 
Damage evolution equations presented in the previous examples are derived on the basis of kinetic law of 
damage evolution proposed by Lemaitre and Chaboche [1, 6]. Key point of this theory is the potential of dissipation 
taken as a sum of the yield potential referring to theory of associated plasticity and a damage dissipation potential. In 
the simplest case of isotropic damage it is assumed that the kinetic coupling acts only by the effective stress deviator 
and it corresponds to 
 DYFF , ~~2/3 Dy  Vs:s (17) 
It is postulated that the dissipation potential F is a scalar continuous or partly continuous (having at most finite 
set of corner points) and convex function. Form of yield potential essentially differs in case of tension when damage 
is active than in case of compression when damage remains inactive is strictly associated with magnitude of damage 
deactivation parameter h in Eq. (17). As consequence, in case of the plane stress state and under assumption that 
damage is active if only one of stress components is positive (ı1>0 or ı2>0) or other words h=1 if  Tr< ı > is 
positive, yield potential takes following form 
    quarter3 in 1quarters, 4 and2,1 in1/ rdthndst22y222121    DVVVVV  (18) 
and turns out to be non-smooth and non-convex. The above mentioned defect of yield potential may be successfully 
removed by introducing continuous damage deactivation, when micro-cracks do not close instantaneously but 
gradually Eq. (11) and restricting considerations to the simplified case when Ȥ(ı) in Eq. (12) depends only on 
positive value of the first invariant of stress tensor (Į=1 and Tr ı = Tr< ı >). Assuming further that micro-cracks are 
fully open under maximum tension ıb=2(1–D)ıy/¥3 and close completely under compression (hc=0) the yield 
potential is given by formulas 
       quarter3in  1,,42in  2/311,1in 1/ rdthnd2y1,2st22y222121     VVVVVVV -D-D/D  (19) 
Now yield potential is composed of two ellipses and two hyperbolas and its convexity and smoothness are 
recovered. Subsequent stages of damage affected yield potential versus experimental investigations after Litewka [9] 
are shown in Fig  4. 
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Fig. 4. (a) subsequent yield surfaces affected  by damage after Cegielski and Ganczarski [29]; (b) experimental investigations by Litewka [9] 
3.4. Ferritic steel 20MnMoNi55 
Cyclic tests with elongation controlled amplitudes ǻl=±0.1mm of notched specimens made of ferritic steel 
20MnMoNi55 was done by Brocks and Steglich [7]. Fig 5a shows subsequent elongation-cyclic load curves, 
exhibiting Bauschinger-like continuously softening effect. A crack initiates at the notch root and extends through the 
specimen diameter. The test was stopped after 83 cycles to examine the damage evolution. 
Inelastic deformations are described in framework of general kinetic law of damage evolution by Lemaitre and 
Chaboche [1, 6]. The dissipation potential has general form 
 DYFRF ,'''2/3 Dy  VS:S 

(20) 
where Š’ denotes damage affected deviator of the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor 
 > @   X1SSS  D1/3/ Tr '            (21)
Finite strain are decomposed into elastic and plastic contribution 
pleelee               (22)




:~ eeES               (23)
and associated flow rule defines plastic deformation 
e w / pl FO              (24)
The consistency condition requires 
0 ///  wwwwww RRFFF  X:XS:S           (25)
whereas strain energy density release rate based on Eq. (10) is equal to 
Y 2/~:~ rr ıı              (26)
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Described formalism referring to total Lagrangian formulation is implemented into finite element code for 
quadrilateral axisymmetric elements. The numerical simulation exhibits all quantitative phenomena of decreasing 
load due to damage evolution with damage localization starting at the notch root, see Fig 5b, as in the experiment. 
Value of damage parameter D0.66 indicates complete loss of stress carrying capacity of the respective elements 
and hence cracking. The number of cycles to failure is equal to about one half  when compare to experiment. 
Fig. 5. Cyclic load versus elongation of specimen made of ferritic steel 20MnMoNi55 (a) test result by Brocks and  Steglich [7]; (b) simulation 
with finite element model 
4. Conclusions 
x Application of continuous damage deactivation gives both quantitative and qualitative good agreement with 
experimental data and confirms necessity and correctness of this approach in modeling of low cycle fatigue of 
AISI 316L stainless steel and aluminum alloy Al-2024. In case modeling of low cycle fatigue of ferritic steel 
20MnMoNi55 agreement with experimental data is only qualitative good since numerical instability does not 
allow to follow more advanced states of damage. 
x Continuous damage deactivation concept applied to model damage affected plastic potential recovers its 
convexity and smoothness simultaneously allowing to avoid physically unjustified discontinuities. 
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